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If You Knew... 

If you knew right now, and I don’t mean you just had a hunch, I mean you knew for an 
absolute certainty, who was going to win the NCAA basketball tourney, you could make a lot of 
money.  If you knew…   And if you knew without fail what the weather was going to be like on 
any given day in the future, you could be the most successful farmer in the history of the world, 
knowing year in and year out exactly what crops to plant, when to plant them, when to water 
them, and when to harvest them.  If you knew…   And if you knew to the day exactly when you 
were going to die, you could plan for the rest of your life with unerring precision, knowing exactly 
what you were going to need and for exactly how long.  If you knew… 

But of course, you don’t know.  Which may be the single most important thing in life you do 
know.  Because no one knows those things, or much of anything else of a certainty, and that is 
the basic fact—this fundamental uncertainty—that lies at the heart of all mortal existence, what 
Paul calls life in the flesh, life that is subject not only to the constant threat of death but to all the 
vicissitudes of life over which we often have little if any control.  What is more, that persistent 
uncertainty can generate an enormous amount of anxiety within us because we don’t know what 
tomorrow will bring, and what is worse, not knowing that, all too often we let our fears run away 
with us and assume the worst, which simply compounds the problem.  Because then not only are 
we dealing with the uncertainty of what actually is, which is bad enough, we’re also confronted 
with the uncertainty of everything that simply might be, which is even worse.  If we’re not careful, 
those fears, those fears of what might be, will begin to dominate our lives and lead us to begin to 
suspect everyone around us, particularly those we don’t know, as potential threats to our well-
being.  Not because of what we know, but because of what we don’t know. 

We have a very good example of the problem such uncertainty and the anxiety that it 
engenders in our Old Testament lesson this morning from the book of Exodus.  Here, the Israelites 
have just escaped from slavery in Egypt with the dramatic crossing of the Red Sea, a miracle that 
you might think would have given them some lasting confidence in God’s providential care, and 
yet just days later, when they find themselves in the wilderness with no water to drink, those 
same old doubts and fears begin to arise.  In almost no time at all, the terrible certainty of their 
former lives in Egypt has been replaced by the even more terrible uncertainty of life in the 
wilderness, not knowing whether they’d have anything to eat or drink, and it’s pretty clear that 
they prefer the certainty of the former, their life as slaves, to the uncertainty of the latter, free but 
not knowing what tomorrow will bring.  That anxiety leads them in no time to begin to grumble 
about their leader Moses, and no doubt each other, demanding to know, to know for sure, whether 
the Lord was among them or not.  My guess is that those voting for “not” far outnumbered those 
voting for the Lord’s presence. 

I‘m sure we would have behaved in pretty much the same fashion under the circumstances, 
because most of us actually do behave in the same fashion in our own lives.  When faced with 
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uncertainty, as we are to varying degrees every single day of our lives, we immediately tend to 
fear the worst, conjuring up all sorts of demons and hobgoblins to haunt us.  Take the problems 
we have with immigration these days.  Granted this is a very complex problem to which there 
are no easy solutions, and I wouldn’t want to be the person who has to come up with that solution, 
because it’s going to take more than the wisdom of Solomon to figure it out.  But it’s not just the 
problem we’re faced with, it’s the accompanying demons and hobgoblins we’ve conjured up in 
the face of uncertainty.  If we knew whether the immigrants who show up at our borders were 
terrorists or simply hard working folks who just want a better life for their families, the problem 
could be whittled down to manageable size.  But we don’t know.  No one knows.  And not 
knowing, every single refugee becomes a potential terrorist. 

But what if we did know?  If not every single thing, what if we at least knew something, and 
knew it for an absolute certainty, that would keep all the other unknowns within manageable 
limits, meaning uncertainties we could handle realistically without having our fears running 
away with us and conjuring up all sorts of demons?  But what would that be?  What could we 
know that would enable us to live with the uncertainty that is simply a part of all our lives, 
without that uncertainty becoming an anxiety that consumes us? 

That, I think, is what our scripture lesson this morning from the Gospel of John is all about.  
Here, Jesus and his disciples are passing through Samaria on their way to Jerusalem, and they 
stop near a place called Sychar where there was a famous well, a well that had once belonged to 
Jacob, one of the great patriarchs of Israel.  You remember, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.  While the 
disciples go into town to find something to eat, Jesus just sits down there at the well to rest.  When 
a woman from town comes to draw water, Jesus asks her for a drink.  Nothing surprising about 
that, you’d think, but think again, because it’s the old refugee at the border problem.  You see, 
Jesus is a Jew, and the woman is a Samaritan.  Same religion, but two different versions, and as 
so often happens, there’s more bad blood between competing versions of the same religion, than 
between two different religions.  Think Catholics and Protestants not all that long ago, or Sunni 
and Shiite Muslims today. 

So the woman is shocked that Jesus would even speak to her, much less ask her for a drink of 
water.  Which leads to a discussion between them that ranges from the water at the well to some 
of the differences between Jews and Samaritans, among them the fact that Samaritans 
worshipped upon Mt Gerizim, a site tied to Abraham, and the Jews upon Mt Zion, that is, 
Jerusalem, a site tied to David.  Leading Jesus to say to her that the hour was coming when true 
worshippers of God would do so at neither place, but instead would worship God in spirit and 
in truth.  That is to say, the day was coming when true worshippers of God would rise above all 
those things that divide us and find in God their common spiritual unity. 

But what would be the key to that happening?  What would it take for a Jew and a Samaritan 
to get over the many differences that divided them, and enable them do something as simple and 
routine as sharing a cup of water?  What would that take?  Well, Jesus told her.  He said, “If you 
knew who it is that is talking to you…”  If you knew…  You see, it’s the answer to the question 
that the Israelites so famously asked in the wilderness, the question that lies at the heart of all our 
uncertainties and the anxieties they unleash.  Is the Lord among us or not?  Can we be certain of 
anything in this uncertain world?  Well, yes, if you knew who it is that is talking to you…   For in 
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the Lord, and in his continuing presence among us, we have precisely that assurance, that yes, 
the Lord is among us.  If so, if the Lord is among us, then what are we so afraid of? 

That in a nutshell is Paul’s message in the book of Romans.  Jews and Gentiles in that church 
are at each other’s throats, arguing over what you can and can’t eat, over what you have to do 
and what you better not do, all pretty much the same kind of things that the Samaritan woman 
and Jesus were talking about at the well.  Paul, trying to bring peace, launches into a several 
chapters long Sunday School lesson about faith and works and justification, which probably did 
unite the warring factions since it left them all scratching their heads and wondering what on 
earth he was talking about.  But eventually he gets to the point, and his point is that because they 
are secure in their union with Christ by faith, a union sealed by the Holy Spirit, they had every 
confidence in the hope of sharing in the glory of God one day.  So much confidence that they 
could not only rejoice in that hope, but could even boast in their present sufferings.  We might 
even say they could laugh at their sufferings, because there was nothing that could happen, 
nothing in all creation, that could separate from the love of God in Christ Jesus their Lord.  They 
could even laugh at their suffering knowing that everything worked for the ultimate good of all 
those who loved God. 

Which is not to say they knew what was going to happen tomorrow, much less who was 
going to win the NCAA basketball tournament in 2017.  No, there was still much they didn’t 
know.  But the key is what they know, what they knew with an absolute certainty, and that was 
that the Lord was among them, and therefore no matter what might happen, it was going to be 
OK. 

In the name of the Father, and of the son, and of the Holy Spirit, 
to whom be all glory and honor, now and forever…. 


